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Technological background

of Cognitive Science



Cybernetics
1. action: turn the tap on

2. Result (environment): the shower starts working

3. Perception/sensing (feedback): water is hot

4. Comparizon expected-actual: water is too hot

5. Action: adjust the tap

6. Perception/sensing: water is lukewarm

7. Expected-actual: water is too cold

8. Action: adjust the tap […]

9. Comparizon: actual temperaturę matches expected
one



Cybernetics
… is the study of „circular causal systems”, i.e.

l Self-regulating systems,

l In which information about the results of the 
system's actions is fed back so as to cease, 
prolong or adjust the original activity.

A wide range of systems: from steam-engines to societies

The focus of cybernetics was on the 

flow of information (as opposed to 

the matter or energy involved)



Cybernetics
Many such systems are highly constrained, having a 

relatively small number of possible states (e.g. a
thermostat)

l Some have only one end point (the state of 
equilibrium), others have many

l There may be an unending succession of different
'circles': a perceptual input→ a motor action→ a new
perceptual input→ a new bodily action...

l The self-regulation is done in a particular way (metal 
contraption, chemical metabolites, nervous system)



Cybernetics
The central principle – informational feedback – was 

first mathematically developed in 1868 and had
been used within biology since the 1860s

l The first wide use of the notion: the „governor” 
designed by James Watt in XVIIIth century, that
controlled the speed of a steam locomotive.

Assignment 6: describe [an aspect of] activity of driving
a car (e.g. adjusting speed)  in terms of cybernetics, i.e. 
the flow of information and informational feedback; 
you may also provide your own example instead
(deadline: 2.XII, 23:59 CET)



Cybernetics
Is relevant to cognitive science because it was:

l Self-consciously interdisciplinary project

l That studied organisms as well as artifacts

l And took the idea of „man as machine” as covering
mind as well as body.

N. Wiener (pic.): cybernetics – the science of „control and 
communication in animal and the machine” (1948)

Recent incarnation of cybernetics: Tim van 
Gelder’s(1995) dynamical systems: What Might
Cogniton Be If not Computation?



General Systems Theory
Ludwig von Bertalanffy (pic.; 1901-1972)

His theory studied:

l Open systems (that exchange matter and/or energy with their
environment, i.e. living entities)

l Closed systems (don't exchange)

Wholeness: a property of complex systems where the 
changes in every element depend on all the others

Equifinality: a system would reach equilibrium state from 
indefinitely many different initial conditions

True finality: thanks to the symbolism of language and 
concepts (vs. cyberneticians)



Brain models

Kenneth Craik (pic; 1914-45)

Control in analogue machines may be similar to control in the nervous
system

The brain is a system which constructs „models” representing the 
world (or possible worlds)

What is needed for a brain state to be a representation?

• In what sense must a brain state correspond to the external reality
in order to represent it?

• Is correlation really necessary?

• Why this brain state should be the one that represent that
environmental feature?



What is a model?
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What is a model?
By a model we thus mean any physical or chemical system which has

a similar relation-structure to that of the process it imitates. By 
'relation-structure' I do not mean some obscure non-physical entity
which attends the model, but the fact that it is a physical working
model which works in the same way as the process it parallels, in 
the aspect under consideration at any moment (Craik, 1943)

We use the term „model” in the following sense: To an observer
B, an object A* is an model of an object A to the extent that B 
can use A* to answer some questions about A (Minsky, 1965)

Assignment 7 (a model): pick up a (real-world) phenomenon, 
suggest a model for the phenomenon and justify the claim
that it is a model. Deadline: 2.XII, 23:59 CET



On representation
The Nature of Explanation (1943)

What representation is („means”)? 

How, in fact, our brain manages to represent various things (so as 
to control behavior)?

The new idea that a certain type of brain state might be inherently 
apt for representing a certain type of thing

The theory dubbed „a symbolic theory of thought”

For Craik symbols symbolized, representations represented in 
virtue of their physical features



On representation
Representation in a brain is possible, because physical 

processes are so similar that any one can be modelled by 
some other.

If the cerebral model – considered as a dynamical physical 
process – works in the same way as the external reality 
being modelled, it will behave (develop) in the same way.

Human brain is „the greatest machine of all, imitating within its 
tiny network events happening in the most distant stars”

Perceptual illusions, errors in abstract thought, false beliefs, 
psychopatology, religion – effects of skewed, counter-
productive models (reality is represented in an inadequate way



Brain processes as models
l What physical features does reality-A possess?

l What physical features in the nervous system, if they existed 
there, would be sufficiently similar to enable it to model reality-
A?

l Are those features possessed by process-A* found in the brain?

The answer to the last question „Yes” → the process is apt to 
be a model of reality-A



Similarity isn't enough
Whether a brain process (similar to external reality) actually is a 

model of it depends on:

l Whether it is linked into the animal's sensori-motor processing

l In such a way as to be useful to the whole animal

l so: a model (like representation) is an intentional concept

l Questions - that are to be answered using a model - involve
survival value

The whole animal, and its „interest” in survival, must be 
considered (cf. monkeys).



Man as machine...
...a chain consisting of the following items:

l Sensory devices, which transform a misalinement between sight 
and target into suitable physiological counterparts

l A computing system which responds … by giving a neural 
response calculated … to reduce the misalinement

l An amplifying system – the motor-nerve endings and muscles

l Mechanical linkages (whereby the muscular work produces 
externally observable effects) (1947)



Mind and mental modeling
...involve three „symbolic” processes:

l Translation of external processes into words, numbers or 
other symbols

l Arrival at other symbols by a process of „reasoning”

l „Retranslation” of these symbols into external processes...

l … or at least recognition of the correspondence between these 
symbols and external events.


